2004: Keolis becomes a signatory of the United Nations Global Compact

75% of our employees work in a GEEIS-certified subsidiary

3.3 billion passengers carried in 2018, half of them outside France

Nearly 50% of Keolis’ turnover is from its international activities

COMM ON GOOD

Our vision is based on inclusive, safe and environmentally friendly mobility. We adhere to ethical values and responsible commitments that contribute to our strong performance.
How did the Group perform in 2018? Could we say that 2018 has been a record year?

Yes, considering Keolis is now an established player among the top three worldwide with a turnover of close to €6 billion in 2018. Beyond these excellent results, I would underline the fact that our growth is consistent. We’ve seen annual sustained increases of over 10% for almost 15 years now.

Our results are due to a combination of several factors. On the one hand, we are renowned on the market for our expertise in passenger insight and experience, and on the other, we are recognised for the quality of our offer and our services, as well as for the robust relations we build with the public transport authorities (PTA).
We work on a results-guaranteed basis and we offer transport authorities a trustworthy partner both in terms of operational project roll-out and in the support and advice we can provide.

and our capacity to innovate. And this is why we are chosen for large-scale projects. In 2018, we won Denmark’s second light rail network, the whole rail network of Wales in the UK, multimodal transport services in Chambéry and Nancy, and several parking contracts in France through our subsidiary EFFIA. In parallel, we launched automated metro networks in Asia (Shanghai and Hyderabad), and in 2019, in the Middle East (Doha).

Our success also comes from the quality of the proposals we make to PTAs in a landscape characterised by the growing challenges of sustainable mobility and personalised transport. We provide pioneering solutions including real-time on-demand shared transport in Bordeaux, Sydney and Southern California, and open payment in Dijon.

What is your vision of mobility?

Mobility is at the heart of people’s lives. It must be inclusive and accessible whilst remaining a public service managed or regulated by the transport authorities. However, the fundamental right of mobility for all faces many challenges due to major transformational issues like the transition to greener energies and ageing populations.

Across the world, we are seeing citizens wanting to take part in resolving these issues. At Keolis, we believe that mobility should be a process of co-construction with the communities, their citizens and local economic and social stakeholders.

We are moving from a market of subsidised public transport to a more global market of people-centric mobility. Individuals want integrated mobility solutions that offer a whole mix of services accessible from one single platform. The way we see mobility is based on strong partnerships between the transport authorities and the transport operator. The latter must now take on the role of a partner, a facilitator, as opposed to the role of simple operator.

What are the fundamentals for responding to market expectations?

For Keolis, two factors remain fundamental: our operational excellence and our highly innovative solutions. We are second to none when it comes to our core business attributes of passenger safety, punctuality and cleanliness in all our networks. The results are illustrated in international studies and our client satisfaction survey.

We believe, and this is a part of our DNA, that we have to satisfy not one, but two kinds of customers: the transport authorities and our passengers – their satisfaction is at the heart of our activity. To this end, we have defined a chart of service standards called Keolis Signature Service. And we are committed to deepening our understanding of passengers’ expectations with our Keoscopie surveys.

In addition to these solid historic foundations, we have rolled out our continuous improvement programme called KeoLife across our 300 subsidiaries. And in 2018, we established the Digital Academy, a digital training programme open to all Keolis employees. Our commitment to advancing learning and collaboration allows us to respond to PTAs’ expectations in terms of innovation and guiding change.

What strengths can the Group harness to pursue its strategy?

Our strengths are apparent in our financial fundamentals as well as our long-established role as a pioneer and our capacity to innovate. We are a Group that has developed deep and diverse expertise and skills and fosters a collaborative work ethic by championing knowledge sharing across our networks.

We are open-minded as shown by our projects with diverse partners from business, start-ups, local communities and higher education. Keolis lies at the heart of a real ecosystem of expertise and this gives us the opportunity to go out and find new skill sets wherever they are.

We are convinced that mobility solutions must be multimodal and intermodal. This is a vision that we roll out across all our networks, based on our comprehensive understanding of communities.

I am also proud to say that we are a supportive group that pulls together for the success of our projects and our subsidiaries. Our employees are committed to the cause of sustainable mobility and work hard to achieve results in their respective regions. We are uncompromising in our dedication to shared mobility.

What are the perspectives for 2019?

We are convinced that mobility solutions must be multimodal and intermodal and we want to provide a greater range of solutions. We will launch pioneering solutions, such as the first completely electric Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) in Amiens and Bayonne and the first hydrogen-fueled BRT in Pau in France. We also want to showcase our new dynamic mobility solutions, like MaaS (Mobility as a Service) and real-time on-demand transport as well as tomorrow’s modes like autonomous shared cabs which will complement or substitute bus routes. We will also continue to promote digital platforms, as we do with One Park, a parking space booking app.

This turnkey solution approach is at the heart of passengers’ needs. Sharing it with the PTAs places them at the heart of an ecosystem and gives them the tools to successfully implement their mission – the provision of mobility services adapted to each and everyone’s needs.
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This roadmap builds on the decisions taken in 2012 regarding shareholder structure, governance and management. The Group’s growth ambition remains constant, enhanced by a new strategic positioning objective – adapting Keolis to society’s social and technological mobility transformations and making the company a real integrator of mobility services.

The year 2018 is therefore the first for delivering this ambitious new growth plan. And results are in line with the Supervisory Board’s expectations.

We continued our strong international growth which will enable us in 2019 to hit the symbolic target of 50% of our business outside France.

In 2017, we saw the growth cycle initiated in 2012 come to a close as the Supervisory Board mapped out a new route for the next phase of 2018-2022 with ambitious incremental revenue targets.

Our performance has improved due, in particular, to the changes in our organisation. The Group has also invested heavily in innovation (new mobilities, digital technology, autonomous vehicles, etc.) in its bid to prepare the future.

The business successes we have notched up in France and internationally, prove that our brand is aligned with the reality of our sector. Keolis maintains very close links with the transport authorities, passengers and its own employees.

Finally, in a year of many great achievements, I would like to draw particular attention to the contract awarded by Transport for Wales – the biggest win in the history of Keolis. It fully demonstrates our ability to play a federating role and not just an operational management role. Within this extremely innovative contract, the Group is responsible for the overall performance of an integrated system (modernisation of the infrastructure and the rolling stock, operations, investment in stations and passenger services, etc.) that will benefit the entire country of Wales. In this sense, it is a ground-breaking contract and additional testimony to the successful course the Group and its teams charted in 2018.

Keolis’ ambition to be an operator of all mobilities means that the company understood very early on in the game and ahead of others the importance of adapting to an increasingly digital economy.

This transformation is crucial at a time when citizens expect increasingly personalised services, whether they are in transport or other sectors. Here too, the Group has laid the groundwork by investing in the development of technology and sector-specific data and by experimenting with new services such as autonomous shuttles. Keolis is thereby anticipating the future in a market where change is only going to accelerate.
The new Keolis organisation reflects both our growth and our goal to consolidate our position at a global level.
As a pioneer and leader in shared mobility, we are convinced that mobility should serve the public interest. Shared mobility addresses the major demographic, environmental, social and economic challenges of today and tomorrow. Furthermore, it is a contributing factor to the vitality of each region and to the well-being of citizens, making cities and regions more enjoyable places to live in.

Our conviction that we play an essential role in society goes hand in hand with the need to act responsibly in every one of our actions. Consequently, we have developed our corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategy on the basis of principles and commitments. It is integrated into our business plan, guiding all our activities and ultimately is a means of leveraging performance.

Based on an approach of continuous improvement as well as a system of transparent benchmarks, our CSR policy is evolutive and dynamic. In order to bring it into line with new expectations and regulations, it was updated in 2018. This approach – designed to be co-constructive in its nature – involved 55 subsidiaries accounting for 80% of our activity, our company boards and our Stakeholders Committee (including Global Compact).

Year on year, the respect shown for our principles and commitments by our 65,000 colleagues, which also apply to our purchasing policies, have produced real progress; both our results indicators and observers have confirmed this. Ecovadis, an independent, sustainable ranking platform, rated us amongst the top 3% of the best CSR actors in the sector, globally.

**OUR COMMITMENT TO SERVE THE PUBLIC INTEREST**

### 3 Principles

#### Dialogue

Ongoing dialogue with the transport authorities, our subsidiaries and their stakeholders.

#### Fair practices

Prevention of corruption and protection of personal data in order to respect the increasingly stringent regulations (public procurement, GDPR, etc.).

#### Human rights and fundamental freedoms

Respect and fostering of international norms (combating all types of discrimination, safeguarding freedom of association) recently reinforced by the Due Diligence Act.

### 4 Commitments

#### For our passengers

Ensuring the safety of our passengers, making mobility accessible to all and offering a passenger experience which provides a convincing alternative to private cars.

#### For our workforce

Providing employees with working conditions that promote their happiness in the workplace in areas including health, safety and wellbeing, skills management, respecting human rights in matters of diversity, professional equality and handicap.

#### For the environment

Three-tiered approach that acts on energy efficiency and diesel energy alternatives to limit climate change, treat waste products and reduce water consumption.

#### For local communities

Acting locally in communities in order to promote economic and social development by favouring actions in solidarity, education and culture.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>42%</th>
<th>75%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>of our employees work in a subsidiary with <strong>ISO 14001 certification</strong></td>
<td>of our employees work in a subsidiary with <strong>GEEIS certification</strong> (Gender Equality European &amp; International Standard)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3,487</th>
<th>3,533</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alternative energy vehicles in operation in 2018</td>
<td>vehicles equipped with eco-driving support systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TO ‘ONE KEOLIS’

OUR IDENTITY AND DRIVE OUR PERFORMANCE.

A COMBINATION OF FIVE KEY ELEMENTS THAT FORGE THE WORKFORCE AROUND THE ‘ONE KEOLIS’ MINDSET, US AND ONE THAT WE ACTIVELY CULTIVATE, RALLYING EMPLOYEES. IT IS A STRENGTH THAT DIFFERENTIATES INTEREST IS A DAILY MOBILISING FORCE FOR OUR 65,000 KEOLIS’ CONTRIBUTION TO SERVING THE PUBLIC IN- WHERE WE OPERATE.

KEOLIS’ CONTRIBUTION TO SERVING THE PUBLIC INTEREST IS A DAILY MOBILISING FORCE FOR OUR 65,000 EMPLOYEES. IT IS A STRENGTH THAT DIFFERENTIATES US AND ONE THAT WE ACTIVELY CULTIVATE, RALLYING THE WORKFORCE AROUND THE ‘ONE KEOLIS’ MINDSET, A COMBINATION OF FIVE KEY ELEMENTS THAT FORGE OUR IDENTITY AND DRIVE OUR PERFORMANCE.

Our values to guide every employee every day

Our values are driven by three core values that unite teams whilst differentiating us from our competitors.

WE IMAGINE

We invent tailor-made shared mobility solutions and innovate to create attractive transport solutions focused on passenger comfort.

WE CARE

We place our passengers at the heart of all our activities and build strong relationships with the transport authorities based on open dialogue and transparency. The respect of every employee is the foundation of our human resources policy.

WE COMMIT

We honour our contractual commitments to the transport authorities in relation to safety, service quality, reliability and operations. We also act in all circumstances as a responsible provider of shared and sustainable mobility in the cities and regions where we operate.

KeoLife: our corporate programme of continuous improvement

Deployed in each of our 300 subsidiaries since 2013, the KeoLife programme of continuous improvement is a project that unites us, enabling our entire workforce to speak the same language and share the same set of standards across the Group. In this way, we all pull in the same direction for the benefit of the regions and their passengers. The programme, built around seven workstreams (safety, client experience, partnering with PTAs, economic performance, operational excellence, employee engagement, social responsibility) provides each subsidiary with a common framework to continuously improve its performance using self-assessment tools to track individual progress and build specific action plans inspired by other subsidiaries’ best practices.

KeoPeople: engagement — a management priority

Our managers know that strong company performance is directly related to engaging and motivating our employees every day. Based on this conviction, we created KeoPeople in 2018, a project that is dedicated to the Group’s new managerial model. Its objective is to define the best practices that can improve our employees’ engagement levels. Co-developed with on-site managers, KeoPeople will constitute the main lever for promoting employee engagement within the KeoLife programme in 2019. And like the latter, it will enable subsidiaries to assess their own performance and provide them with a set of standards and common tools to help them improve manager-employee relations for the benefit of operational excellence.

KeoSphere: best practices are just a click away

We want to make Keolis one of the best learning and collaborative companies because we know that knowledge and expertise sharing boosts performance. As our workforce is spread over 300 subsidiaries and 16 countries, we created KeoSphere to facilitate exchange and foster internal cohesion. Much more than an intranet, this online platform allows colleagues to share their experiences, advise each other or work together on projects. It also enables us to collate and share best practices and put together the case studies that add valuable input to our tender proposals. Reshaped in 2017, KeoSphere is increasingly successful with more than 300 communities organised by project or skill set (CSR, safety, operations, maintenance, etc.), over 5,000 pages viewed daily and more than 200 Q&A forum sessions every month.

Keolife week in 2018

508 events were organised across our subsidiaries during Keolife week in 2018.

65,000 employees committed to ‘One Keolis’

We are all innovators

Greater and more sustainable shared mobility serving the public interest requires continual re-invention. And this is what we do, day in day out. An innovation mindset drives all our skill sets and has made the Group an innovation pioneer. This is nothing new. In 1983 we launched the first automated metro in Lille. In 2016, we launched the first autonomous electric shuttle in a public space with our partner Navya and in 2019 we will be testing the first autonomous shared car on the market. We have also been pioneers of open payment (contactless payment replacing tickets) in Dijon since March 2018. And we are harnessing opportunities afforded by data and big data in pursuit of optimised operational performance and new mobility solutions.

KeoSphere: best practices clocked up

60,000 km

and

140,000 passengers carried by autonomous shuttles since 2016.

300 communities organised by project or skill set

3 years since KeoPeople

3 years since KeoSphere
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT, A PRIMARY DRIVER OF GROUP PERFORMANCE

In line with company values and as part of our social responsibility, we pay great attention to our relationships with our employees. This is apparent in our human resources policies which are focused on professional development and getting all our employees on board in delivering the group’s strategy.

Our aim to help build a progressive society in which mobility provided by Keolis contributes to a better quality of life in communities, we rely on the professional growth of our employees as the primary driver of our company performance.

This conviction is reflected in the complete restructuring of the Group’s talent management policy in 2018. The professional development framework for Keolis executive staff was reorganised with the creation of a new assessment system integrating key behavioural skills on the basis of our three company values. As of 2019, applying these skills will be as important as demonstrating technical know-how as an indicator of development potential in staff. The new assessment process will allow us to make training more bespoke to enable each employee to improve his/her skills in their current position and acquire those they need to go further.

Employees can take advantage of the career development structures available to seize professional and geographical mobility opportunities. They also benefit from the company’s commitment to offering a learning and collaborative environment via knowledge management and KeoSphere, which constitute a second lever of development to complement training programmes.

A further priority of our human resources strategy is to support the involvement of our 65,000 employees. To this end, a new managerial model named KeoPeople will be rolled out in 2019, forming an essential building block of the KeoLife corporate programme. An employee engagement observatory common to all subsidiaries will monitor its pertinence and track progress.

Finally, in order to support the Group’s growth strategy, a new project skills management department was set up in 2018 on a Group-wide scale. It is responsible for identifying the necessary expertise to win a tender or start work on a new contract and ensuring this expertise is in the right place at the right time by organising temporary postings and/or replacements in the subsidiary concerned. This approach of sharing skill sets is fully in line with the ‘One Keolis’ philosophy.

01 Responsible HR strategy

Group responsibility begins in the workplace. Keolis pursues proactive policies of gender equality, diversity and inclusion. GEEIS(1) certification has now been obtained by subsidiaries in nine countries, representing 75% of the total workforce. Another example is the new disability policy in France, reflected by the publication at the end of 2018 of 82 job offers on the recruitment platform for disabled people, ‘Hello Handicap’.

(1) Gender Equality European & International Standard.

02 To attract new talent

An initiative to promote Keolis’ appeal as an employer was launched in 2018. It specifically addressed young people and manpower shortages such as drivers, maintenance staff and IT developers. Keolis used a collaborative employee approach to construct an employer brand platform and define its principal attributes. In 2019, this will be evident in each individual country’s recruitment campaigns which will spotlight the Group’s differentiating strengths.

03 Assessing engagement

The success of the projects entrusted to Keolis by the transport authorities and also the performance levels of operations are dependent on very high levels of employee engagement. In an effort to measure this accurately, Keolis will launch a unique employee engagement observatory which will be used across all subsidiaries. This tool will enable each subsidiary to gauge its position Group-wide and initiate action plans.

04 Increased agility in training

To make our training more efficient and more reactive, the Group is accelerating the digitalisation of its training programmes thanks to e-learning. The objective is to produce 20% of digital content by 2020 compared to 2% in 2017. Another illustration of this aim is the creation in 2018 of a mobile version of the HR Talent platform for smartphones and tablets integrating an e-learning module offering every employee the opportunity to train whenever and wherever he/she prefers.

Almost 10,000 employees benefited from digital training with e-learning from the Digital Academy

60% of executive job vacancies were filled by internal recruits in 2018
O U R  E X P E R T I S E  I N  S H A R E D  M O B I L I T Y

- 300 public transport authorities have placed their trust in us
- 3,3 billion passengers carried in 2018. 92% of them are satisfied with our services
- More than 20,000 bicycles in France and the Netherlands
- 65,000 employees in 16 countries
- 140,000 passengers carried on autonomous electric shuttles over 60,000 km travelled in 20 cities around the world
- 21,650 buses and coaches in service worldwide. 3,487 of them are powered by alternative energy sources
- Accelerating real-time on-demand transport services in Bordeaux and Orléans in France, Newcastle and Sydney in Australia, and Southern California in the United States

- 15 regional train networks with more than 7,000 km of track including the entire rail network in Wales, United Kingdom
- Leader in France of transport for passengers with reduced mobility
- 23 tram networks and world leader with 985 km of track including the largest in the world, in Melbourne, Australia
- 9 metro networks and global leader in driverless, automated metros with 240 km of track including the world’s first network in Lille, France
- 3.3 billion passengers carried in 2018. 92% of them are satisfied with our services
- 500 car parks in France and Belgium, including 83 park-and-rides (P+R). This represents 258,000 spaces, including 52,000 on-street spaces
- N°1 in urban cable car operations in France. Around 1.5 million journeys since November 2016
- Leading medical transport operator in France with JUSSIEU secours

In Shared Mobility

- 20,000 buses and coaches in service worldwide. 3,487 of them are powered by alternative energy sources
- Accelerating real-time on-demand transport services in Bordeaux and Orléans in France, Newcastle and Sydney in Australia, and Southern California in the United States

- 2018 ANNUAL REPORT

Performance and results
Keolis is pursuing its development with double-digit growth whilst significantly increasing its operating margins and investing to consolidate its position as a world-class player in shared mobility.

JEAN-PIERRE FARANDOU
Group Executive Chairman, Keolis

Keolis is pursuing its development with double-digit growth whilst significantly increasing its operating margins and investing to consolidate its position as a world-class player in shared mobility.

JEAN-PIERRE FARANDOU
Group Executive Chairman, Keolis
We operate public transport networks for more than 300 public transport authorities in 16 countries, across five continents. Having consolidated our expertise in France, we exported it to the United Kingdom and Western Europe over 20 years ago. Since 2002, we have accelerated our international development with the operation of networks in Canada, the United States, as well as China, India and Qatar. In Australia we operate the first multi-modal network ever awarded to a private operator in the country.
Thanks to the efforts of our 65,000 employees who serve public transport authorities and passengers, 2018 brought us many new contracts, renewals, acquisitions and innovations, both in France and abroad. These events prove the relevance of our business development strategy.
Through our ‘Thinking like a passenger’ programme, which puts the passenger at the heart of everything we do, we endeavour to provide the best possible customer experience by anticipating people’s expectations.
In 2018, using the ‘Thinking like a passenger’ programme as a framework, Keolis teams in Île-de-France worked on how best to respond to their passengers’ expectations. First, by using the Keolis Signature Service initiative with the aim of making the Keolis customer-facing culture more visible to passengers. Four test-subsidiaries, including Keolis Vélizy, used this unique collaborative approach. “We began by bringing small groups of passengers together with employees who have regular customer contact,” explains Théo Goutin, in charge of the centralised control station at Keolis Vélizy. “The objective was to collate individuals’ expectations and experiences in relation to service quality, and then to identify the behaviours and gestures which result in better passenger experiences, making our drivers more customer-oriented.”

“More attentive to my passengers”

Following this workshop, which involved 61 passengers and 64 drivers in four test-subsidiaries, Keolis Île-de-France In its goal to improve customer satisfaction, Keolis Île-de-France listened to passengers and asked them to work with drivers in an unprecedented form of collaboration.

Delivering the best passenger experience in Greater Paris

In order to deliver the mobility experience that each passenger expects, we are constantly listening to what our passengers have to say. We also involve them in the continuous improvement of the service we provide for them.
adopted three priority commitments: welcoming passengers on board, reassuring them about their journey, and keeping them informed in case of an incident. At the beginning of 2019, the first groups of drivers received best practice training on day-to-day behaviour and gestures. “I really appreciated this training day,” said Azedine Bessaa, driver with Keolis CIF in Val-d’Oise. “It was very hands-on with realistic situations that are part of our daily experience and I learnt a lot. I now see my job differently and feel more in tune with passenger needs.”

Relevant feedback in real-time
Another initiative carried out by Keolis Île-de-France regarding passenger experience was the Phébus Live deployment. This mobile app experiment piloted since July 2018 in Vélizy, allows users to share their experience with other passengers and to assess the network service in real-time by scanning QR codes during their journey (on the bus or at a stop). Taking this listening approach a step further, Keolis CIF asked passengers to become network reporters. A group of 24 regular passengers was selected and given a mobile app in order to log live reports of their journeys over a period of three weeks. The approach was complemented by telephone surveys. Participants welcomed the sense of involvement and being heard and the survey resulted in the identification of areas for improvement (punctuality, digital travel information at the station, bus cleanliness, etc.) and the development of an ad hoc action plan.

Sharing mobility between parents
Another example of satisfying the mobility needs of Greater Paris citizens was the launch of ‘Cmabulle’ by Keolis Île-de-France and Flexineo. This highly innovative experiment was carried out with the municipalities of Rueil-Malmaison (Hauts-de-Seine) and Marines (Val-d’Oise) in partnership with Île-de-France Mobilités. ‘Cmabulle’ is a shared mobility solution which allows parents to group school and out-of-school runs for their children with other parents in total security. Thanks to a dedicated app, they can contact other parents and organise the sharing of the school run for their children whether on foot, by bus, bicycle or car. In other words, it’s a way of simplifying urban living while encouraging soft modes of mobility.

Our partnership with Keolis Downer, Keolis Australian subsidiary, is absolutely vital
The Gold Coast Commonwealth Games in April 2018 were an excellent test for our recent G:link light rail system, where we had to deal with four times the usual ridership and higher service frequency. Keolis Downer, as part of the GoldLinQ consortium, did a marvellous job particularly in the stations marshalling the crowds, ensuring that people could get on board quickly, efficiently and in total safety. Our passengers noticed that our trams were clean, green, and fully accessible. They also appreciated that the trams ran frequently and that the staff were friendly. The experience increased not only the value of light rail, but of the whole Gold Coast transport network. The partnership we have with Keolis Downer is absolutely vital; we all share the same objectives for our transport services. Our trams have now become an integral part of our transport network and we expect to expand the system.

More than 1.1 million passengers during the Games
24/7 service, with trams running every 6 minutes for 17 days
+27% ridership across the Gold Coast network since the launch of the light rail extension, linking to heavy rail – punctuality and reliability are above 99%
A global survey of mobility habits

For more than 10 years, French PTAs have benefited from Keolis’ unique mobility analysis tool, the Keoscopie observatory. In 2018, this forecasting tool was taken to a new level with the deployment of a large-scale international survey, Keoscopie International. Explanations by Kara Livingston, Group Marketing & Customer Service Director and Aline Frantzen, Managing Director at KeolisAmey Metrolink, in Manchester.

What is Keoscopie and why did you decide to produce an international version?

Kara Livingston: Keoscopie is an observatory of mobility trends developed by Keolis with the support of Eric Chareyron, Keolis’ Director of Prospective. It conducts studies of mobility habits in a given area that go beyond standard statistics. We examine the effects of changing lifestyles and work patterns on individuals’ travel habits. By listening to passengers, we help PTAs in the management and evolution of their network, via a pragmatic approach. French PTAs have benefited from Keoscopie for over 10 years but now, following the publication of our World Mobility Report in 2016 which examines digital mobility uses and expectations, we decided to offer PTAs outside France the benefits of Keoscopie.

In a process that lasted nearly a year, we worked closely with our international teams on the ground to design a survey covering three topics: lifestyles and journey patterns, the use of digital technology in public transport, and attitudes and take-up of new and emerging mobility solutions.

Aline Frantzen: As an international group and leader in light rail, Keolis is interested in a broad range of markets and cultures. With Manchester, we were fortunate to be one of the 37 world cities that were selected for the survey. We have received the results specific to our city and how they compare with those of other cities in the UK and all over the world.

What benefits can Keoscopie International offer to public transport authorities?

Aline Frantzen: Keoscopie is valuable in that it enables the PTA and local operator to look beyond a local perspective and understand global trends. The findings of Keoscopie International conducted in Manchester will be a starting point in 2019 for our business planning process. It will help to show our client Transport for Greater Manchester that this customer-centric work can generate growth through an approach to the overall transport network, which is particularly pertinent in view of upcoming changes to the city’s bus routes and operations.

Kara Livingston: Our Keoscopie International findings are of real interest to PTAs, as they generally have very little access to comparative data. Our approach to shared transport as a whole, including bikes, taxis, scooters and carpooling, can help them to consolidate their own public transport offering and plan 20 or 30 years ahead. With our added value in customer experience, digitalisation and network design, we aim to enhance our position as preferred partner of PTAs by forecasting new patterns and helping them adapt their transport services accordingly.

Find out more on: www.keoscopie.keolis.com
PROVIDING PASSENGERS WITH TRANSPORT CHOICES

By capitalising on our multimodal expertise and our consolidated knowledge of all transport modes, we make the journeys of our passengers easier every day.

Residents and visitors to the Greater Bordeaux region have an extensive and interconnected transport offering at their disposal, managed and optimised by Keolis in partnership with the PTA.

With a 10% growth in both ridership and passenger revenue, 2018 proved to be an excellent vintage for the Greater Bordeaux transport network. Transport Bordeaux Métropole (TBM) is a strong intermodal network, with an extensive array of transport modes that provide residents with maximum territorial coverage: trams, buses and bus rapid transit lines, river shuttles, a bikeshare scheme and park-and-ride (P+R) facilities.

“Our public transport authority, Transport Bordeaux Métropole, continuously invests in extending services to cater to the economic and demographic vitality of our city,” states Aurélien Braud, Marketing, Sales and Intermodality Director at Keolis Bordeaux Métropole. In 2018, two new P+R facilities opened, certain bus services were reinforced, and 15 new trams were acquired. In addition, a new bikeshare model was unveiled at the end of 2018, featuring 1,000 new electric bikes to be deployed in the first half of 2019, representing more than half of the fleet. This network expansion and an increase in transport services led to TBM being awarded the French industry accolade Pass d’Or by the French trade magazine Ville & Transports in December 2018.

Making public transport second nature

The Bordeaux region benefits from having a single operator creating consistency and fluidity between all modes of transport. “We make things as easy as possible for our passengers with combined travel passes on the same card. Our website and app help them plan seamless door-to-door journeys and our call centre advisers also offer them personalised assistance. We try to cater to the needs of all passengers – residents and visitors alike; with the new TGV line serving Bordeaux, there are more and more of them!” adds Aurélien Braud. “We want a network that is as inclusive as possible. We also promote the third-party car-pooling service Boogi with 120 designated spaces in our P+R parks, and the car sharing services Citiz and Yea!” In addition, and separately from its public transport remit, Keolis Bordeaux Métropole recently started testing KEO, a real-time on-demand transport solution launched in association with technology partner Via. With a dedicated app, passengers can order a ride for a fixed fee within a trial zone which includes the airport, the university campus, hospitals and connections with tram lines A and B. Our expertise in the chain of mobility also extends to advising the PTA on wider transportation issues. In December 2018, Bordeaux Métropole and the Nouvelle Aquitaine Regional Council jointly agreed to study the feasibility of creating a metropolitan RER with trains passing through the city, which could significantly improve suburban services.

DATA SCIENCE TO MAXIMISE RIDERSHIP

To increase ridership potential and encourage more people to use shared transport on its intercity lines, Keolis Canada has implemented an approach based on the latest data science methods. These include predictive models to forecast when the customer is most likely to need to repurchase a ticket and therefore target messages at the right time, and new contact channels such as a call centre in addition to social media, postal mail and e-mails. The ever-growing database currently contains 400,000 customers. This personalised communication has paid off, generating a threefold leap in repeat purchases!

THE NEW STAR APP: PERSONALISED MOBILITY AT PASSENGERS’ FINGERTIPS

Travel information on-the-go has taken on an extra dimension in Rennes with a newly enhanced mobile app for the city’s STAR network. The customisable app focuses on passengers’ frequent destinations such as major events, cultural and leisure venues, schools, healthcare facilities, etc. Users can receive tips on what entertainment is happening around them and can personalise their app with their own favourite addresses. Finally, to promote shared transport and reduce traffic congestion a wide range of mobility solutions feature in the multi-modal journey planner: bike availability, vacant car parking spaces, car sharing and real-time travel updates.
PROVIDING CONSISTENTLY EXCELLENT SERVICE QUALITY ON OUR NETWORKS.

In order to provide the mobility solutions that meet the very latest passenger expectations, we pull out all the stops enabling us to improve service quality on our networks.

Enhancing passenger satisfaction in London

By standardising attitudes and gestures to improve passenger interaction, Keolis Signature Service (KSS) contributes to raising overall service quality on Keolis networks.

Creating KSS

The creation of KSS, a collaborative process to identify new attitudes and gestures for a more personalised and efficient passenger interaction and then deploy them across Keolis networks. “The aim of KSS is to place the voice of the passenger at the centre of service improvement and translate it into tangible actions,” explains Melanie Montocchio, Customer Service Transformation Manager at Keolis. “Keolis networks already have a lot of experience in customer service; this approach builds on the lessons learnt, but most importantly it involves passengers, network staff and transport authorities defining the behaviour expected of frontline staff.” In the next two years, we should have 40 subsidiaries in the programme.

Bringing the changes to the frontline

The KSS process can be tailored to the specificities of a diverse range of networks. In addition to the French networks of Bordeaux and Montargis, KSS was also implemented in 2018 in the Docklands Light Railway (DLR) in London. Passengers and staff brainstormed together in workshops to identify areas for improvement. This led to the definition of a series of service commitments on issues including providing information on journeys and fares, adopting a welcoming attitude and being available for people. These were cascaded down the organisation, with 400 people trained in the behaviour to adopt. They received a manual explaining the five passenger commitments and took part in workshops where they used role play to test the proactive, personalised approach to customer care and service. Four types of training are available within the KSS programme.

Focusing on passenger needs

Launched in November 2017, Hyderabad’s brand new metro aims to reduce road congestion. To deliver on the promise, win the trust of passengers and generate the necessary modal shift, Keolis teams audited the network before the launch to optimise passenger facilities and information. Further adjustments were made post-launch, including the creation of women-only carriages and a WhatsApp alert system, the installation of benches, bins and free water fountains in stations as well as improved pavements and car parks around them. The reaction was overwhelmingly positive, and the June 2018 passenger satisfaction barometer reported 98% satisfaction, a 99% recommendation rate and 98% of passengers saying they felt safe during their journey.

Leading innovation for and with passengers in Tours

Since early 2016, as part of a co-construction process, Keolis Tours has been building a community of passengers, allowing them to share their daily travel experiences, but also test future projects and innovations on the Fil Bleu transport network. In 2018, this panel of about 10 “ambassadors” – all digital and innovation enthusiasts – met four times to discuss topics such as the e-shop, the Fil Bleu app, and the deployment of beacons. Tens of thousands of messages were also shared each week on a private Twitter feed that connects them directly to the network teams. And the partnership went further as these very committed passengers acted as tour guides, showing the subsidiary’s facilities to the public during the Journées du Patrimoine (France’s annual ‘Heritage Days’).
We partner with transport authorities in order to respond to the economic, social and environmental challenges in their communities. We work hand in hand with them to design innovative mobility solutions that are efficient, high-performing and sustainable.
INVESTING IN EXCELLENCE TO BOOST PERFORMANCE

Thanks to our industrial and operational expertise, we are constantly working on increasing the satisfaction of transport authorities and passengers.

Melbourne, Australia
PTA: Public Transport Victoria
Operator: Keolis (51%) Downer (49%)
Contract: renewed in 2017 for 7 years (the Group began operating the network in 2009)
Network: 250 km of double track, 25 tram lines, over 1,700 stops, over 500 trams
Service reliability: 99% in 2018
Number of passenger journeys per year: 200 million

Transforming a city: the Hyderabad metro rail

Thanks to a recent 16km track extension, added just 10 months after the first 30km opened in 2017, we’re one step closer to completing India’s second-largest metro system. In the meantime, on-the-ground staff and operational teams have been focused on increasing reliability and ridership across the existing network, resulting in 99% on-time performance for the 220,000 passengers carried per day. Key improvements include continual optimisation of signalling and passenger information systems, incident management training based on best practices developed by Keolis for London’s DLR, and ensuring last-mile connections via bike, bus, and rickshaw for passengers travelling to less-developed areas of Hyderabad.

Optimising operations on Melbourne’s historic Yarra Trams

From asset renewal to ensuring trams arrive on time, passengers and transport authorities alike count on Keolis to deliver world-class service on all fronts. Interview with Nicolas Gindt, CEO of Yarra Trams.

What role does Yarra Trams play in Melbourne?
Melbourne was ranked the world’s most liveable city for seven consecutive years, and the tram network is essential in connecting people to where they want to go – be it for work, education or social activities. A 2015 study completed by EVY found that Melbourne’s tram network contributes AUD$1 billion in economic value annually.

How is the Yarra Trams network unique?
Yarra Trams is unique and complex due to its size and age. Melbourne’s tram network is the largest in the world, with more than 250 km of double track. We operate nine different tram types, which range from 60-year-old to brand new models. We also have depots and other network infrastructure that are up to 100 years old. World-class asset management is therefore critical for ‘Yarra Trams’ operations, and we work closely with our shareholders, Keolis and Downer, to harness our collective expertise and knowledge to maximise value for our passengers, our community and our public transport authority.

How has Keolis Downer’s contract with Yarra Trams evolved since its renewal in 2017?
We began operating Yarra Trams in 2009. Since then, we have improved safety, delivered record passenger satisfaction and maintained punctuality during a period of unprecedented growth across Melbourne. The new franchise agreement will see us build on our success from the previous franchise period, with a focus on modernising the ageing network to meet the needs of Australia’s fastest-growing city.

What are some of the key improvements Keolis Downer has brought to Yarra Trams since the contract renewal?
Some of our major achievements include a refresh of our Safety Management System, the launch of a project to refurbish more than 85% of our fleet over the next four years, and the upgrade of 30% more kilometres of track than our original commitment at no extra cost to the client by improving our asset management strategy. Passenger satisfaction for the year is up by 4% to 76.8%, and overall service reliability has increased by 3%.

What further improvements are planned under the latest contract?
This new contract will see us continue to deliver safe, reliable, clean and passenger-friendly services every day and improve our asset management capability. We’ll make it easier for our passengers to get where they want to go with improved digital information. And we’ll continue to install digital technology across our depots, which will simplify activities from electronic sign-ons to rosters and shift swaps.

How does Keolis Downer maintain its relationship with Public Transport Victoria (PTV)?
To maintain our strong relationship with our transport authority, we have dedicated counterparts for all our key contacts at PTV and we work collaboratively to solve problems and implement solutions. As part of our contract, we conduct annual reviews of our relationship with PTV, which includes an online survey and a workshop to discuss what’s working well and ways in which we can work better together.
Broadly speaking, what is Keolis strategy for helping transport authorities transition to greener energy?

Our strategy when working with transport authorities is to provide them with several renewable energy options. Often, they are focused on one or two different types of energy sources. Our role is to recommend the best alternatives according to their situation – from electric vehicles, to hybrid electric, to fuel cells and so on – and support deployment and day-to-day operations. Greensboro Transport Authority (GTA) awarded us a contract in October 2018 to help guide them in transitioning their entire bus fleet to electric power.

What role does renewable energy play in Keolis’ contract with the Greensboro Transport Authority?

The GTA has committed to shifting to 100% electric vehicles by 2030. We’re going to help them achieve that, in a number of different ways: by helping them identify the right vehicle, by putting those vehicles on the routes best suited to them and by providing all the training necessary for technicians and operators – and the riding public – to ensure not only that the vehicles are safe and reliable, but also that they’re well used.

What are the main considerations transport authorities must take into account when transitioning fleets?

The biggest consideration for transport authorities is infrastructure. In Greensboro, they’ve done a great job preparing their infrastructure for the arrival of new vehicles. They’ve got one charging station for each electric vehicle (EV), an ideal way to transition to the EV industry. Training is the next key consideration. We have to ensure that our drivers, fuel-suppliers, utility workers and most importantly our technicians are properly trained in the operation and maintenance of the vehicles. The training programme is already underway, and all vehicles will be inspected under real conditions prior to being delivered. Before introducing the new vehicles to regular service they are put on ‘shadow’ routes to identify vehicle autonomy and perfect the battery recharging process when the vehicle is not in use like at night.

In what ways do both transport authorities and commuters stand to benefit?

Aside from the reduced carbon footprint, transport authorities can look forward to significant savings in life cycle cost. The city of Greensboro is expecting to save some US$30,000 per vehicle per year. With 10 vehicles, that’s a significant amount.

As part of our commitment to combat climate change, we actively pursue the development of alternatives to diesel fuel, in partnership with transport authorities.

Moving towards greener mobility in Greensboro, North Carolina

Transitioning any part of a fleet to renewable fuel can seem daunting for transport authorities, no matter what their size. At Keolis, we strive to make the switch as smooth as possible. Interview with Steve Helriegel, Senior Vice President of Purchasing and Maintenance at Keolis Transit America.

Orléans, set to become France’s first 100% electric public transport network by 2024

In 2018, Orléans Métropole renewed its contract with Keolis for the operation and maintenance of its urban transport network, Tao. In partnership with local authorities, Keolis will deploy a fully electric bus fleet by 2024. With a total of 1,120 electric bicycles and the use of electric vehicles for passengers with reduced mobility, the network will become France’s first 100% electric network by 2024. Orléans is already the first French city to operate electric articulated buses, with a capacity of more than 100 people.

Sustainability: a step further in Rennes, France

In May 2018, Rennes Métropole and Keolis began testing an electric bus service which could see an additional 75 electric vehicles in the fleet by 2024. Keolis is also working with the PTA on improving energy consumption on the network. The introduction of the new Line B to the Rennes metro in 2020, combined with increased capacity trains, could push electricity use to 40 million kWh by 2020, compared to 12 million kWh today. But a few smart moves may help drastically reduce consumption before then. These include the use of flywheels which store kinetic energy produced by braking for later use, running vehicles at reduced speeds during off-peak hours, and digitally monitoring the network’s infrastructure to help operators make more efficient use of light and heat.

Passengers can also expect improved reliability, or ‘up-time’ when a vehicle is fully operational.

How does Keolis maintain its relationship with the GTA?

What sets us apart from our competition is our collaborative approach and ongoing communication. Thanks to our ‘visualisation room’, we’re able to share our performance indicators with our clients and our employees. I really believe that complete transparency helps build our relationship with stakeholders.
CONTRIBUTING TO THE VITALITY OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Australia benefits in showing its transport on-demand. Real-time, www.keolis.com

Find out more:

ASON AUTOMOBILE

A total of 166 km² and one in Newcastle for two near Sydney transport: areas for on-demand transport; two near Sydney and one in Newcastle for a total of 166 km².

Ridership: around 140,000 passengers since we started.

Real-time, on-demand transport showing its benefits in Australia.

INVENTING NEW WAYS OF GETTING AROUND

In our quest to satisfy mobility needs that are partially- or non-catered for, we create innovative solutions which respond to the specific challenges of each region.

As part of the NSW Government’s on-demand public transport pilot programme, Sydneysiders can now share their ride in real-time from any pick-up point.

Our Australian subsidiary Keolis Downer has introduced two real time on-demand transport services near Sydney. The first one was launched in November 2017 in the Northern Beaches, the second one in March 2018 in Macquarie Park.

“Passengers can now quickly and easily book a ride in a shared car or minivan using the Keoride app or online,” explains Sue Wiblin, New Mobilities Manager at Keolis Downer. “The vehicle picks you up right where you are. Waiting time is reasonable (around 15 minutes) and the service is very affordable, costing between AU$2.60 and AU$5.60, depending on the distance. An algorithm aggregates demand and calculates an optimised route for each passenger, while ensuring rides are shared. The benefits for passengers are clear: they enjoy a personalised, flexible and affordable service. And for our client – the NSW Government – real-time, on-demand transport ideally complements the existing bus and metro network. Plus, it helps reduce congestion. Both services are proving successful: in the first quarter of 2019, average monthly passenger trips were nearly 35,000 in the Northern Beaches and 10,000 in Macquarie Park.

Shared mobility to last-mile delivery

Keolis Downer operates the Keoride service in the fast-growing urban district of Macquarie Park, north west of Sydney. Since the service is mainly aimed at commuters, Keoride drivers operate at peak times on weekdays. In the Northern Beaches, the service complements the B-line, the Bus Rapid Transit service that connects the Northern Beaches to the centre of Sydney. In Newcastle, Keolis Downer has operated a real-time, on-demand transport network since 2018 using a 26-seat minibus.

“On-demand transport solutions are gaining appeal in all of Australia’s main cities and we plan to continue to partner with public transport authorities to see how on-demand public transport can help address some of their challenges and provide more cost efficient mobility services. As far as commuters are concerned, our 70 drivers and 10 supervisors are a winning team!” says Sue Wiblin. A key success factor for this service is our drivers’ dedication and customer-service culture.

97% of our customers appreciate the service, cleanliness of vehicles and attitude of our drivers.

Autonomous shuttles: a driverless travel experience

We’re expanding our multimodal transport solutions with the deployment of autonomous electric shuttles. Ideal for covering the first and last mile, eco-friendly and perfectly safe, Keolis operates autonomous shuttles in a dozen countries. They can carry up to 15 passengers at an average speed of 15 km/h, making them suitable for city centres, business and retail parks, university campuses, as well as the open road. More than 60,000 km have already been accumulated and over 140,000 passengers carried since September 2016. Seven new electric shuttle services were rolled out in 2018, one in Candiac, in Greater Montreal, Canada, two in the Belgian cities of Hasselt-Lesse and Waterloo, one in the centre of Nevers in France and three more on university campuses in France (Lille and Rennes) and Australia (Flinder University in Adelaide).

Monamiligo, your friendly travel companion

In August 2018, Keolis Santé (the Group’s medical transport subsidiary) launched a new local mobility solution in the Pays de la Loire and Brittany regions under the name Monamiligo, which is easy for French children to pronounce. Monamiligo offers specialist services, including school transport, transport for passengers with reduced mobility (PRMs) and on-demand mobility services. The 260 drivers employed by the service have all been specially trained to meet the specific needs of passengers who are often elderly or have reduced mobility. School journeys are optimised thanks to a new software solution. And in partnership with regional rail network TER Pays de la Loire, Monamiligo is also transporting PRMs on board trains.
South and south-east of Lyon, we have been building the first section of the T6 tram line, a circular line that will eventually run around the city. This first segment includes 14 stations spread over 6.7 km. This sixth tram line will be operational by the end of 2019 and the first 32-metre long trains will run about every 10 minutes at a speed of 20 km/h. The T6 will have a capacity of 24,000 passengers per day and will be connected to metro lines B and D as well as tram lines T1, T2, T4 and T5. This €160 million project will be completed in 2020.

In addition, 11 new trams were added in 2018 to the T1 and T4 lines. They are 43-metres long and replace the old 32-metre trams, thereby improving the network’s capacity. We also extended the length of the tram stop platforms, which made them more accessible for passengers with reduced mobility. Finally, we are renovating the multimodal transport hub at Lyon Part-Dieu railway station, as part of the city’s urban renewal policy. In the coming years, we have a similar project for Perrache station, where the multimodal transport hub will be redesigned to provide better connections between trains and trams. New metro access points and a new passenger interface for the tram operating support system are also being developed.

Can you tell us more about the Avenir Métro project?
Avenir Métro or ‘future metro’ is a large-scale project that aims to increase the capacity of the Lyon metro network. Construction work is done at night, ensuring the impact on services is kept to a minimum. We expect to fully automate line B by 2021. The trains will run at a much higher frequency with 104-second intervals compared to 177-seconds today. Each service will consist of two carriages but could be doubled to four carriages by 2023, offering a total capacity of 650 passengers.

The existing non-automated trains will be reassigned to line A to increase its capacity as well. In addition, on the already automated line D, we are working to reduce the time...

How are you developing the public transport offer in Lyon?
Ridership on the TCL network rose by 5% in 2018. To meet this increasing demand, we need to develop existing lines and create new ones, while optimising rolling stock management. The work to develop the tram network is already well underway. For the last three years, in the south and south-east of Lyon, we have been building the first section of the T6 tram line, a circular line that will eventually run around the city. This first segment includes 14 stations spread over 6.7 km. This sixth tram line will be operational by the end of 2019 and the first 32-metre long trains will run about every 10 minutes at a speed of 20 km/h. The T6 will have a capacity of 24,000 passengers per day and will be connected to metro lines B and D as well as tram lines T1, T2, T4 and T5. This €160 million project will be completed in 2020.

In addition, 11 new trams were added in 2018 to the T1 and T4 lines. They are 43-metres long and replace the old 32-metre trams, thereby improving the network’s capacity. We also extended the length of the tram stop platforms, which made them more accessible for passengers...
between trains to 99-seconds by 2023, compared to 105-seconds today. Improvements to service frequency will be particularly welcome on this busy line. Finally, Avenir Métro also involves the extension of line B southwards by 2.7 km with the creation of two new stations and an enhanced transport offer covering this part of the metropolitan area.

Are you planning to develop bus lines as well?

The creation of a dedicated bus lane for the busiest line of the network will help improve service frequency to just six minutes between buses. We are accompanying SYTRAL in the construction work while continuing to operate the line. We are looking ahead and already taking measures to apply French energy transition legislation due to come into effect in 2025. On line C13, articulated, electric buses equipped with In-Motion Charging (IMC) technology will be deployed starting in 2020. They can be recharged while in use and provide considerable operating flexibility. For the C16 line, we have opted for another model, more adapted to the specific characteristics of this line. We are deploying 100% electric vehicles and a slow charging system at the depot.

How are you able to successfully manage all these projects?

It’s a daily challenge. We must continue to operate the network safely while increasing its capacity. For example, this means providing replacement bus services when the metro is closed earlier in the evening due to complex upgrade works. We also need to take into consideration the many public works projects undertaken by the city, which often concern buildings and roads. Regardless of the project, its success depends on preparation, anticipation and constant dialogue between Keolis, SYTRAL and the different stakeholders.

Keolis was part of the solutions devised to make an already very dense network more efficient.

With Keolis, we share a common goal to make passengers our priority

The SYTRAL authority covers the Rhône département and Greater Lyon. Passenger numbers on the TCL network are up significantly. In order to continue to offer a high-quality service to our passengers, we have built our plan of action together with Keolis’ teams. More than just providing support, this amounts to a real partnership through which we have rolled out an action plan designed to boost capacity across all modes of transport on the TCL network.

Together, we have succeeded in meeting our citizens’ high expectations. Keolis has the capacity to listen to needs and put forward solutions, enabling us to establish a presence in new regions.

We are conducting feasibility studies, engaging in public consultations and undertaking work on a daily basis on the challenges presented by our region: adapting to new uses, integrating digital and technological innovation across the network and implementing a responsible and ambitious pollution control policy. Together, we are preparing for the future.

We have established KPIs to document our journey towards becoming the most punctual and cost-efficient light rail system in Europe.
Design, operation and maintenance. Our know-how covers the whole mobility value chain. Our expertise in all transport modes enables us to respond to the performance challenges of the most complex networks, whether they are already in operation or about to be launched.
Why did you decide to deploy a new safety management solution?
Nicolas Mège: Many existing networks already have their safety management system (SMS) interface, often designed in-house, but we detected the need for a new solution in some of our new international operations, such as the Doha metro. We started our search at the beginning of 2018 and eventually selected Coruson, developed by the UK-based firm Ideagen. Widely employed in civil aviation, this application has also been adopted by the Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) and is used as the reporting tool for the safety checks of all UK rail operators.

What benefits does this new solution offer?
Nicolas Mège: It reduces human intervention and risk of error, removing double data entry and accelerating the flow of information across an organisation. As a cloud-based system, input can be entered in the control room or on a mobile device in the case of inspections and audits. Information is then automatically escalated, triggering action plans for the people responsible and making sure they read them and act upon them. It’s much more efficient than having a safety manager entering data into a spreadsheet and e-mailing it to their colleagues. Coruson is also entirely scalable and adaptable to each subsidiary’s needs and SMS, so we expect to deploy it elsewhere very soon, starting in Waterloo, Canada where we will be operating a tram system. We will also be able to share best practices across our operations worldwide.

Thierry Couderc: Introducing a SMS and its interfaces from square one forced us to ask ourselves the right questions about the input and output data we wanted, how to run our processes and who should be involved. In this respect, it’s a good pilot project for Keolis. This solution offers flexibility in its scope as we can use it for safety as well as quality and other management issues. The solution became operational in mid-November 2018, even before the line opened to passengers. We fully involved our PTA client during roll-out and thanks to Coruson’s Business Intelligent System, they now have access to our reporting and data.

Nudging pupils for their own safety
Changing passenger behaviour is not always a straightforward task, and this is particularly true with school students who can be reluctant to fasten their seatbelts. To address this dangerous habit, Keolis, partnered with Fondation MAIF, behavioural science consultants BVA and school transport association ANATEEP, to test a series of ‘Nudge’ methods to get young people to belt up. Solutions included seat covers illustrating crash test dummies wearing their seatbelts, posters displaying road accident victim statistics, and the Malassis foam block seat belt, guaranteeing an uncomfortable ride unless the belt is fastened. This test resulted in 2.4 times more pupils fastening their seatbelts.

Deployment is now planned and other solutions are being explored in areas including avoiding collisions and accidents on tramways.
What were the key success factors enabling KeolisAmey to win this tender?

There were four companies competing, including the operator in charge of the network since 2003. Beyond the quality of our proposal and its competitive prices, our bid also provided many advantages for the client.

KeolisAmey has been operating in the UK for several years now with the Manchester tram network and the Docklands Light Rail (DLR), the automated metro in London. Furthermore, Keolis is globally reputed for its expertise in train, metro and tram networks. Our existing UK clients gave very positive feedback on their partnerships with us to the transport authority, Transport for Wales. We presented an extremely innovative solution for improving the services on the Core Valley Lines with the objective of opening up access to these towns. We also committed to basing Keolis’ UK head office and the Keolis International Rail Management department in Wales. Simultaneously, our partner Amey promised to open a rail design centre in the region. Both were seen by the client as excellent opportunities for local employment creation.

The transfer of services to KeolisAmey took place just four months after the signing of the contract. Were you prepared for this fast takeover of the network?

Without question. We started immediately and got underway on major projects which will continue until 2023 with the electrifying of part of the network. We also worked on the infrastructure and the rolling stock. By the end of this short mobilisation phase we were well prepared for the transfer. The majority of passengers didn’t notice the switch as services continued seamlessly for them. That said, we will of course be going much further in transforming the train service in Wales.

How would you describe the next set of challenges?

Since we started running the network, we have had very good passenger satisfaction feedback. Our punctuality has also been praised. Our objective now is to get a more in-depth understanding of our passengers. We are now implementing a new system for measuring service quality. We are also rolling out new trains across the network and will open a new direct service to Liverpool. By 2023, all the trains will be brand new. A new tram-train will link Cardiff to The Valleys. Stations will undergo modernisation with WiFi connections throughout, while train frequency should double on some lines. Total investment amounts to more than £2 billion (approximately €2.3 billion).
Qatar embraces shared mobility

The country’s first urban mobility rail network opened well before the 2022 Football World Cup kicks off. Our Keolis teams have worked at top speed to provide residents and visitors to Doha and Lusail with excellent service quality and the best mobility experience possible.

A smart city model
Together with our French (RATP Dev) and Qatari (Hamad Group) partners, we have been awarded a contract to operate the future automated, driverless Doha metro and the tram network in Lusail, a town currently being constructed north of the capital. “Since we won the tender at the end of 2017, work has been progressing at a good pace,” confirms Thierry Couderc, CEO and Managing Director of the RKH Qitarat joint venture that combines the three entities. “We open the first metro line in May 2019. The entire metro and light rail network will be up and running by 2020. The metro alone should carry 650,000 passengers a day. Qatar wants to make the city of Doha more attractive for visitors and facilitate the population’s daily journeys as the country prepares for the post-fuel extraction era. Its ambition is to be a model for smart cities.” For the public transport authority, the project has been cause for satisfaction, “We are very pleased to be working with RKH Qitarat and in particular with Keolis, benefiting from their global expertise in operations and maintenance of metro and tram networks,” comments Abdulla Al-Sulaiti, Director at Qatar Rail.

Countless challenges
In more than a year, RKH Qitarat has hired nearly 1,000 employees and recruited as many sub-contractors. Ultimately, the total will be close to three thousand. “Even though the metro is automated, there are many employees working in passenger services in the stations and on board. Large numbers of people are responsible for cleaning, maintenance and security. The Qataris have very high standards and are responsible for cleaning, maintenance and security. The Qataris have very high standards in keeping with the scale of this huge €22 billion project. For example, it is out of the question that the air-conditioning fails or a fire breaks out,” adds Thierry Couderc. There are 26 different nationalities of people working on the project. They are trained in English, Arabic and sometimes a third language, based on their country of origin. “We have had to lead a massive recruitment programme and ensure our workers’ loyalty at a time when other regional projects in Dubai and Riyadh are also starting to recruit,” continues Thierry Couderc. Keolis’ extensive expertise has ensured excellent coordination of all the project players.

The Shanghai tram line welcomes its first passengers on board
In August 2018, Keolis Shanghai was awarded a five-year contract for the operation and maintenance of the new tram network in the Songjiang district, in the south west of Shanghai. Work progressed quickly leading to the opening of an initial section of 13.9 km with 20 stations at the end of December 2018. By mid-2019, 30 trains will run between the 46 stations on the 31 km long network, enabling 170,000 passengers a day to take this tramway which connects with the Shanghai metro. Following the opening of a first 100% automated metro line also in Shanghai in 2018 (Pujiang line), Keolis continues to grow in pursuit of shared and environmentally friendly mobility in China.

Denmark brings back light rail
At the end of 2017, after 50 years without trams, Keolis opened a new light rail line serving the city centre of Aarhus, the second biggest city in Denmark. In August 2018 and May 2019, the service was improved with the addition of a tram-train serving the entire district, capable of travelling at speeds up to 100 km/h outside the town. The network, which totals 110 km can now carry 40,000 passengers a day allowing them to leave their cars at home. We estimate there are now 5,000 fewer vehicles on the streets of Aarhus since the arrival of the light rail network. The public transport authority, Aarhus Lightbæn, has praised the Keolis expertise that has made this project a success.
Punctuality, reliability, comfort, customer relations... We are constantly improving our transport offer and our service quality to gain new and retain existing customers.

More and more Bostonians are using Commuter Rail

Since Keolis Commuter Services has been operating the trains that connect Boston to its outskirts, ridership is on the up and service is improving. Tory Mazzola, Director of Public Affairs at KCS, talks about the company’s commitment to the PTA, the MBTA, and all their passengers.

What improvements have been made to the rail network that you operate?

When we took over the contract in 2014, the network was in serious need of attention. We invested massively with the renovation of the tracks, a 16km extension of the network and an increase in train frequency. We also designed a crisis centre with very quick incident reaction rates, further improving service. In addition, we grew our workforce by 20% in order to better serve passengers and launched a marketing campaign to promote the service to residents in the Greater Boston area. For instance, in the summer of 2018 we introduced US$10 tickets valid for unlimited weekend travel across all zones. All these measures enabled us to increase usage and revenue. We also have an extremely efficient call centre that manages more than 100,000 calls annually and keeps passengers informed in real time. We were determined to put ourselves in the position of the passenger in order to provide our customers with a quality service and a real alternative solution to single occupancy car use. In the long-term, we want to make further improvements by installing Internet of Things (IoT) sensors in trains to help us manage peak times more effectively, control air temperature in trains and develop predictive maintenance. For example, the detection of increased vibrations on a system tells us it’s time to run a maintenance check.

How is your relationship with your client, the MBTA?

We maintain a very close relationship with our client as well as with the various authorities and stakeholders. Our partners are aware of our innovative solutions, connected mobility services and first and last mile offerings. In 2018 we met elected representatives a total of 71 times, and we also maintain close relations with the media and all other organisations involved with our network. More than 400 stakeholders receive regular information from us in the form of a newsletter.

2018 marked the fourth year of the contract. What do you see as the highlights of that year?

Train ridership continues to increase during the week but also on weekends, thanks to our $10 fares. Over the last four years, we’ve seen a 25% increase in turnover and ridership has grown by 21% since 2012. This is quite different to the overall trend for public transport in the US, making our success all the more valued.

Since 2018, passengers can purchase their ticket on board from the ticket collector using their credit card. Thanks to the commitment of our employees and our strong relationship with the MBTA, we are going to continue improving the MBTA Commuter Rail network serving Boston and its suburbs.

Since Keolis Commuter Services has been operating the trains that connect Boston to its outskirts, ridership is on the up and service is improving. Tory Mazzola, Director of Public Affairs at KCS, talks about the company’s commitment to the PTA, the MBTA, and all their passengers.

What improvements have been made to the rail network that you operate?

When we took over the contract in 2014, the network was in serious need of attention. We invested massively with the renovation of the tracks, a 16km extension of the network and an increase in train frequency. We also designed a crisis centre with very quick incident reaction rates, further improving service. In addition, we grew our workforce by 20% in order to better serve passengers and launched a marketing campaign to promote the service to residents in the Greater Boston area. For instance, in the summer of 2018 we introduced US$10 tickets valid for unlimited weekend travel across all zones. All these measures enabled us to increase usage and revenue. We also have an extremely efficient call centre that manages more than 100,000 calls annually and keeps passengers informed in real time. We were determined to put ourselves in the position of the passenger in order to provide our customers with a quality service and a real alternative solution to single occupancy car use. In the long-term, we want to make further improvements by installing Internet of Things (IoT) sensors in trains to help us manage peak times more effectively, control air temperature in trains and develop predictive maintenance. For example, the detection of increased vibrations on a system tells us it’s time to run a maintenance check.

How is your relationship with your client, the MBTA?

We maintain a very close relationship with our client as well as with the various authorities and stakeholders. Our partners are aware of our innovative solutions, connected mobility services and first and last mile offerings. In 2018 we met elected representatives a total of 71 times, and we also maintain close relations with the media and all other organisations involved with our network. More than 400 stakeholders receive regular information from us in the form of a newsletter.

2018 marked the fourth year of the contract. What do you see as the highlights of that year?

Train ridership continues to increase during the week but also on weekends, thanks to our $10 fares. Over the last four years, we’ve seen a 25% increase in turnover and ridership has grown by 21% since 2012. This is quite different to the overall trend for public transport in the US, making our success all the more valued.

Since 2018, passengers can purchase their ticket on board from the ticket collector using their credit card. Thanks to the commitment of our employees and our strong relationship with the MBTA, we are going to continue improving the MBTA Commuter Rail network serving Boston and its suburbs.
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**Helping Cities Sustain Their Assets**

Thanks to our asset management expertise, we assist local authorities in optimising their assets’ availability and performance in the long term.

---

**Keolis upgrades Lille’s transport network**

Lille is leveraging our asset management expertise to roll out a vast investment plan through to 2025 in order to modernise its network.

In December 2017, Lille European Metropolis renewed its contract with us for the operation of its Transpole network – renamed Ilévia in January 2019 – for the next seven years. One of the key requirements of the tender was the upgrade and long-term management of the PTA’s transport assets. The objective is to replace, upgrade or restructure the infrastructure and equipment across this expanding network, which has kept pace with the city’s needs for decades but is now ageing. For example, Line 1 of the automated metro – the first of its kind in the world – was opened in 1983.

**Half a billion euros over seven years**

To meet this requirement, the engineering teams of Keolis Lille helped draw up a vast investment plan with a budget of more than €500 million over seven years. From setting up new guide bars on the metro, to replacing escalators, trams and 150 buses, or installing ticket barriers at 60 metro stations and introducing a new bus fleet management and passenger information system, some 150 projects will be implemented by 2025 to increase the network’s efficiency.

**Delegated contracting authority**

Keolis Lille is accompanying Lille’s transport department as project manager – providing advisory services, supervising projects and more – but also as the delegated contracting authority. “Lille European Metropolis has granted us a mandate for part of the requirements specification which amounts to €110 million of the total budget,” says Ludovic Soleil, Head of Projects and Engineering at Keolis Lille. “We’re coordinating all aspects of these projects, from initial contract awards to final payments. It’s a unique arrangement, which reflects the level of trust the transport authority has in us.”

**An entire subsidiary mobilised**

From early 2018, the first projects were already being completed. “Others will be delivered throughout 2019, with the support of numerous Keolis Lille teams in maintenance, operations, marketing and sales, IT, security and other departments,” continues Ludovic Soleil. “Our sole ambition is to help Lille meet its urban mobility challenges now and in the future by maximising the long-term sustainability and performance of its assets and equipment, which are the bedrock of a reliable and attractive network.”

---

**Continuous improvement on the Gold Coast**

In 2018, in partnership with the local transport authority, Keolis Downer conducted an FMECA study (failure modes, effects and criticality analysis) of the Gold Coast light rail network. This initiative led to a reconfiguration of electrical and communication systems across the network and a whole host of upgrades to rolling stock. It follows the ISO 55000 asset management certification obtained in 2017 and an extension to the network, which now runs for 20 km along the coastline, compared to 13 km before.

---

**AND ALSO...**

- **Gold Coast, Australia**
  - PTA: Department of Transport and Main Roads (DTMR)
  - Operator: Keolis Downer

---

**Handing over the reigns**

See more examples of our asset management expertise in handiwork here: [www.keolis.com](http://www.keolis.com)

---

**Gold Coast, Australia**

- PTA: Department of Transport and Main Roads (DTMR)
- Operator: Keolis Downer
In the 16 countries and the regions in which we are present, we pay close attention to conducting our business in an exemplary manner. We have made a commitment to all our stakeholders, clients, employees and citizens to act responsibly and control our impact on the environment.
IMPROVING PERFORMANCE THROUGH TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT

By investing in the development of employee skills, we make their expertise the driving force behind our growth.

Keolis Digital Academy
Number of employees enrolled: 38,500 (60% office workers and 40% on the ground)
Passports obtained in 2018: almost 10,000 (85% in France and 25% abroad)
Figures at the end of March 2019.
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The Melbourne Art Trams Festival contributes to the cultural reputation of the city. With the support of Keolis Downer, Keolis’ Australian subsidiary, Melbourne trams are bringing contemporary art to a mass audience.

Every year, the Melbourne Art Trams Festival invites artists from the state of Victoria to paint the trams of Yarra Trams, the iconic Melbourne network which is also the biggest and one of the oldest networks in the world. Eight trams are wrapped with eight unique works by artists, aided by the Keolis Downer subsidiary, Yarra Trams, who are partners on the project. Over time, the public has developed a real affection for this festival which has become one of the major public art projects of the region. The trams are transformed into moving works of art as they travel the 250 km of the network, allowing all citizens to discover the artistic and cultural wealth of Melbourne. The event has also acquired international renown with many tourists sharing photos with friends and family all over the world. It contributes to the cultural reputation of the city while taking contemporary art to a mass audience.

PHILIP ASKEW
General Manager Customer Information, Marketing and Digital at Public Transport Victoria

1.8 million passengers travel on board the Melbourne Art Trams each year

8 artists selected every year

Keolis Lyon: five stars for a top spot
Keolis Lyon was assessed using the EFQM (European Foundation for Quality Management) excellence model. This tool measures continuous performance improvement and is used by European companies across all sectors. At the end of an assessment conducted by five certified assessors, Keolis Lyon achieved a remarkable five-star rating. It became the first French public transport company to reach such a level. During their numerous interviews, assessors were able to evaluate employee engagement, the expertise applied in the management of SYTRAL’s assets, the quality of the relationship with stakeholders and the transversality of projects shared across the organisation.

Lyons, France
PTA: SYTRAL
Operator: Keolis Lyon

AND ALSO...
In this Indian city of 11 million people, where we operate an ever-expanding automated metro network, our local subsidiary is one of the most proactive in the Group on gender equality.

Keolis Hyderabad is the first Indian company to be awarded the Gender Equality European and International Standard (GEEIS), which is valid for four years (2017-21). GEEIS certification recognises organisations with a proactive approach to gender equality. But the subsidiary’s commitment goes even further. In 2018, it introduced a raft of measures to strengthen the role of women in the workplace. “In India, the majority of women don’t work, even those who have been in higher education,” says Shalini Taneja, Director of Recruitment and Career Development for the subsidiary. “Many marry and choose to look after the home. So, we’ve made a short film showing how they can easily balance their personal and professional lives.” In 2018, Keolis Hyderabad welcomed 30 more women to its ranks. About 20 work in operations, while others have joined the maintenance team – a traditionally male-dominated role. The proportion of female staff at the station, although outsourced, is also growing: “We have our say when it comes to who they hire!” adds Shalini Taneja. And the company’s support functions, such as IT and HR services, are no exception. In 2018, Keolis Hyderabad was granted special dispensation by the State of Telangana to allow women to do night shifts, creating further job openings.

**Positive initiatives**

Simply hiring women isn’t enough – they need to feel genuinely happy working with us. “Female staff with young children can leave them at our free nursery, which is open from 9am to 6pm every day. They also have access to a doctor, who’s regularly on hand at our various sites,” observes the Director.

Keolis Hyderabad has also set up an initiative for female employees called Workforce of Women (WOW), which meets quarterly to discuss a range of issues. For instance, it has held a talk on state maternity provisions and even runs self-defence classes. “In India, women are all too often the victims of attacks,” says Shalini Taneja. “So, we’re collaborating with the police on a programme called ‘Margadarshak’ which in Hindi means ‘someone who guides’. All female staff members have my contact details so they can contact me directly if needed.”
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MANAGING OUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

To contribute to the common good, our subsidiaries are committed to an environmental approach based on continuous improvement and assessment of their performance.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), our guiding principle

Keolis Bordeaux Métropole has been stepping up its concrete CSR commitments for several years. This initiative meets the demands of the public transport authority and is a reflection of the subsidiary’s high standards for excellence. Interview with Laurence Vercucq, Director of Quality, Safety and Environment at Keolis Bordeaux Métropole.

Keolis Bordeaux Métropole incorporates CSR into its global management. Where does this strong commitment come from? When issuing its request for proposal, Bordeaux Métropole attributed 10% of the marking to CSR. Back in 2013, it was a groundbreaking decision. Among other things, we thoroughly reviewed Agenda 21, the benchmark CSR document for our local authority. Based on this, we established a strategy featuring 14 firm commitments. A rigorous approach reflected in our daily efforts and consistent reporting on our performance to Bordeaux Métropole every year.

How are these commitments delivered? The 14 commitments of our Sustainable Development Plan are implemented on both a daily and long-term basis. The company is certified ISO 14001 for the entire scope of its activities, ISO 9001 for its maintenance and revenue stream and soon for the entire scope of its activities. In addition, the company will soon roll out ISO 45001 across the entire scope of its activities. We are also certified NF Services 281, 298 and 371 for on-demand transport and control activities. Finally, we have acquired the Gender Equality Certification and signed the Diversity Charter. In order to assess ourselves, we have chosen to rely on the ‘Committed to CSR’ evaluation framework, which translates the ISO 26000 standards, as they are the most comprehensive. We plan to begin this assessment in May 2019.

To what extent does CSR enhance the performance of Keolis Bordeaux Métropole? As part of the KeoLife Bordeaux corporate initiative, we have involved some of our employees in a discussion on the values to be upheld in our region. We have identified three priorities: innovation, responsibility and solidarity. Our objective is to become a benchmark network in France and Europe.

Over the past few years, we have accomplished a considerable amount of work, restructuring all our processes and integrating CSR into every aspect of our operations. We are currently working on identifying the risks and opportunities, such as reducing the fuel consumption of buses and implementing eco-driving. Our results are published in an annual report and reviewed by CSR statutory auditors as part of the non-financial performance reporting process. Although we are not required to do so we have chosen to produce and publish this report to share the CSR benefits we generate in the region in a transparent manner.

Scandinavia, championing sustainable mobility

Since 2018, our Norwegian subsidiary has aligned its growth strategy with the sustainable development objectives defined for governments by the United Nations. This initiative demonstrates Keolis’ commitment to sustainable cities, and our determination to provide safe, efficient, inclusive and environmentally friendly mobility services. Our subsidiary thereby distinguished itself by adopting the same standards and language as PTAs and local authorities. On the other side of the border, Sweden remains the Group’s benchmark for alternative energies. Since the last diesel bus stopped operating in 2015, 100% of the 1,780 vehicles operated by Keolis Sverige now run on biodiesel, electricity, bioethanol or biogas.

AND ALSO…

Norway, Sweden
Operators: Keolis Norge, Keolis Sverige
A GLOBAL LEADER IN PUBLIC PASSENGER TRANSPORT, WE OPERATE AND MAINTAIN URBAN, SUBURBAN AND INTERCITY NETWORKS FOR MORE THAN 300 PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUTHORITIES. WE MANAGE A DOZEN OF DIFFERENT TRANSPORT MODES AND TAKE OUR MULTIMODAL EXPERTISE ALL AROUND THE WORLD.

**2018 REFERENCES**

**METROS**
- 364 KM OF TRACK (in operation or under construction)
- PIONEER AND GLOBAL LEADER IN AUTOMATED METROS • 240 KM
- 9 networks worldwide
  - Networks in service: Shanghai (China); Lille, Lyon and Rennes (France); Hydenbad (India); London (United Kingdom)
- Networks under construction:
  - Shanghai Pudong International Airport (China); Frankfurt Airport (Germany); Doha (Qatar)

**BUSES & COACHES**
- 21,650 VEHICLES WORLDWIDE
- 3,487 run on diesel alternatives
- 1,235 running on natural gas, including 428 with a fraction of biogas
- 806 on biodiesel • 523 on biofuel
- 382 are hybrids • 312 are electric
- 90 run on diester • 62 on bioethanol
- 67 on LPG

**URBAN AND INTERCITY**
- **AUSTRIA**: Vienna, Graz, Linz, Salzburg, Innsbruck, Klagenfurt
- **BELGIUM**: Antwerp, Brussels, Charleroi, Ghent
- **CANADA**: Quebec City
- **DENMARK**: Aalborg, Copenhagen, Odense
- **FRANCE**: Aix-en-Provence, Amiens, Bayonne, Beauce, Bordeaux, Caen, Chambéry, Dijon, Lille, Lyon, Nancy, Orleans, Rennes, Sarreguemines, Tours, Tours
- **NETHERLANDS**: Almere, Province of Utrecht
- **SWEDEN**: Borlänge, Falun, Gothenburg, Jönköping, Karlstad, Stockholm
- **UNITED STATES**: Florida, Nevada

**BUS AND COACH RAPID TRANSIT**
- Amiens, Bayonne, Beauvais, Franche-Comté, Loire-Atlantique, Metz, Pau, Rennes, Tours (France); Almere (Netherlands); Las Vegas (United States)

**AIRPORT SHUTTLES**
- Bordeaux, Marseille, Montpellier, Le Bus Direct • Paris Airports (France); Fort Lauderdale (United States)
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Keolis wishes to thank the employees who took part in producing this Annual Report.
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